






LOCATION

ISLAND OF STONE IN A SEA OF GREEN

The four-star hotel is a renowned historical residence, an ideal place for a stay immersed

in the scenario of the green Umbrian countryside, offering a unique sense of well-being.

Orvieto, ancient land of the Etruscans, lies on the main communication routes

Florence/Rome, and is a crossroads of culture and traditions from the Val d'Orcia to

Tuscia and thermal spas and baths.

It offers top quality service, with the restaurant, a swimming pool, tennis court and hotel

bar.







ROOMS

A NIGHT IN HISTORY

The 22 rooms and 5 suites of the hotel overlook the courtyards of the ancient abbey, the

spacious park, and the hills clothed in olive trees and rows of grapevines with the tufa

plateau and its majestic Cathedral rising up in the background.

All the rooms are designed and equipped with all the modern conveniences expected of a

four star country hotel and furnished with a tasteful mix of antiques.

In the summer nights it is wonderful to walk amidst the porticoes and the cloister lit by

flickering torches.







SUITES

LIKE A FAIRYTALE

The 5 suites are ideal for a luxurious stay in the Umbrian country side for your first

night as Mr and Mrs.

All have fine antique furniture, comfortable living rooms with lush sofas and upholstered

chairs, large bathrooms, some with Jacuzzis, some with two bathrooms. All afford wonderful

views of Orvieto or of the picture-perfect Umbrian countryside.







WEDDINGS

The extraordinary 12th century Romanesque church, adorned with 12th and 14th century

frescoes, is a perfect setting for romantic weddings.

The rare and historic atmosphere of the buildings, the beauty of the frescoes and the

lush surroundings leaves you with tender and touching memories. Elegant receptions and

special events are organized in the lounges or in the beautiful lush gardens and

courtyards.







WEDDINGS

No better place can be found than the abbey for private events, celebrations and wedding

receptions.

The guests can live unforgettable moments, surrounded by the green hills of Umbria,

amidst olive trees and vineyards.

They can trace the steps of men who left lasting marks in history, wandering through

these imposing structure now made perfectly welcoming into a four star luxury hotel.





RESTORATION

The Restaurant blends the freshest local ingredients and the chef's creativity into an

incomparable culinary experience, such as the taste of salami made with game, spicy

local cheeses and all the traditional Umbrian dishes.





ACTIVITIES

Geographically the location of the abbey is strategic, and available activities range from

excursions into nature, visits to archaeological sites and the neighbouring art cities, to

participating in tastings and events in the renowned wineries and traditional olive mills.

The Spas and Parks of the Waters of Upper Lazio and Tuscany are within easy reach. In

two hours one is in Florence, and Rome as well as Siena are no more than an hour and

a half away.

It takes but an hour to reach Montalcino, Montepulciano and Pienza, and half an hour to

get to Civita di Bagnoregio and the lake of Bolsena.












